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Abstract
Stack words stem from studies on stack-sortable permutations and represent classical combi-
natorial objects such as standard Young tableaux, permutations with forbidden sequences and
planar maps. We extend existing enumerative results on stack words and we also obtain new
results. In particular, we make a correspondence between nonseparable 3n rectangular standard
Young tableaux (or stack words where elements satisfy a ‘Towers of Hanoi’ condition) and non-
separable cubic rooted planar maps with 2n vertices enumerated by 2n(3n)!=((2n+ 1)!(n+ 1)!).
Moreover, these tableaux without two consecutive integers in the same row are in bijection
with nonseparable rooted planar maps with n+1 edges enumerated by 2(3n)!=((2n+1)!(n+1)!).
c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Knuth [15] considered sorting a permutation by a passage through a single stack. He
showed that these permutations correspond to permutations which avoid the pattern 231,
that is to say permutations having no subsequence jki (j; k and i can be nonconsecu-
tive) where i< j<k. This set of permutations with forbidden subsequences, denoted
Sn(231), is sometimes called the set of Catalan permutations because its enumerative
formula is given by the nth Catalan number (2n)!=((n+ 1)!n!). More generally, many
authors have enumerated permutations with forbidden subsequences [5,10,12,13,20,
21,25{28].
In this sorting problem, we immediately notice that no integer can be placed on top
of a smaller integer in the stack. Thus, the stack satises, in a sense, a rule similar to
such a condition in the ‘Towers of Hanoi’ problem.
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Fig. 1. Stack words.
Among possible generalizations of this problem considered by Knuth, West [25,28]
studied permutations sortable by several passages through a stack satisfying the ‘Towers
of Hanoi’ condition. More precisely, he considered two-stack sortable permutations (that
is to say permutations sortable by two passages through the stack) and he characterized
them in terms of permutations with forbidden subsequences. The patterns to avoid were
2341 and 3241, the latter being allowed if it is itself a subsequence of the pattern
35241 in the permutation. He conjectured that this set of permutations with forbidden
subsequences, denoted Sn(2341; 35241), was enumerated by 2(3n)!=((2n+1)!(n+1)!).
The rst proof of this conjecture was given by Zeilberger [30]. Later, other
authors found combinatorial proofs. Thus, Dulucq et al. [5,6] exhibited a one-to-one
correspondence between two-stack sortable permutations in Sn(2341; 3 5241), nonsepa-
rable permutations in Sn(2413; 41352) and nonseparable rooted planar maps with n+1
edges. This bijection proved West’s conjecture because Tutte [23] showed that these
maps were enumerated by 2(3n)!=((2n+1)!(n+1)!). Moreover, they rened Zeilberger’s
result by enumerating two-stack sortable permutations according to several parameters
(rises, left-to-right minima). More recently, Goulden and West [11] established a more
direct one-to-one correspondence between two-stack sortable permutations and nonsep-
arable rooted planar maps than Dulucq et al.’s one.
Gire [10] studied a derived problem by considering movements of k consecutive
stacks when the identity permutation 12 : : : n crosses them. The words of the language
ff 2 f1; 2; : : : ; k + 1g : jfji = n for all 16i6k + 1;
jf0ji>jf0ji+1 for all f = f0f00 and 16i6kg
encode exactly such movements (see Fig. 1). Clearly, these words are in one-to-one
correspondence with rectangular standard Young tableaux of height k + 1 and length
n (that is to say standard Young tableaux [29] of shape  = (n; n; : : : ; n) partition of
(k + 1):n).
Imposing some restrictions on stacks (satisfying the ‘Towers of Hanoi’ condition,
for example) is equivalent to imposing some restrictions on these rectangular standard
Young tableaux.
In this paper we consider two stacks (k =2), and the language corresponding to the
movements of these stacks is called the set of stack words which is in correspondence
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with 3n rectangular standard Young tableaux enumerated by 2(3n)!=((n+2)!(n+1)!n!)
according to the hook formula [9]. In particular, Gire [10] conjectured formulas for
three dierent restrictions on the set of stack words.
Dulucq and Guibert [7] obtained combinatorial proofs for two of these conjectures.
They rst established a one-to-one correspondence between 3 n rectangular standard
Young tableaux without two consecutive integers on the second row (or stack words
without any factor 22) and couples of completely binary trees with n internal nodes
(nonleaves), using a bijection of Cori et al. [4]. Their second result consisted of a
one-to-one correspondence between 3 n rectangular standard Young tableaux without
two consecutive integers in the same row (or stack rows without any factor 11, 22,
33) and Baxter permutations [1] in Sn(25314; 41352).
First of all, we extend this result of Dulucq and Guibert [7] and we exhibit other
restrictions on the set of stack words enumerated by the square of the nth Catalan
number (2n)!=((n+1)!n!) and by the nth Baxter number
Pn−1
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
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Thus, we obtain the rst step of our proof of Gire’s third conjecture about stack
words. The second step consists of a one-to-one correspondence between stack words
satisfying the ‘Towers of Hanoi’ condition (which encode nonseparable 3n rectangular
standard Young tableaux) and nonseparable cubic rooted planar maps with 2n vertices;
these maps are enumerated by 2n(3n)!=((2n + 1)!(n + 1)!) according to Tutte’s result
[22]. In this bijection, alternating nonseparable permutations appear.
In the bijection of Dulucq et al. [5,6] between two-stack sortable permutations and
nonseparable rooted planar maps, nonseparable permutations appear for the rst time.
We nd again these permutations by considering a new natural restriction on the set of
stack words encoding nonseparable 3 n rectangular standard Young tableaux without
two consecutive integers in the same row. Thus, this set is enumerated by 2(3n)!=
((2n+ 1)!(n+ 1)!) according to Tutte’s formula [23].
Finally, we establish a bijection between another restriction on the set of stack words
and complete ternary trees.
Section 2 of this paper is devoted to dening the various objects considered and to
stating the results obtained. In Section 3, we extend the correspondence of Dulucq and
Guibert [7] on rectangular standard Young tableaux of height 3, based on a bijection of
Cori et al. [4]. Section 4 presents the one-to-one correspondence between nonseparable
rectangular standard Young tableaux of height 3 and nonseparable cubic rooted planar
maps.
2. Enumerative results on stack words
First of all, we dene dierent classes of trees and several encodings.
The language Px; x = fw 2 fx; xg: jwjx = jwjx; jw0jx>jw0jx for all w = w0w00g is the
language of well-formed parenthesis system words (or Dyck words).
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Let Binn be the set of completely binary trees with n internal nodes (2n+1 nodes of
whom n+1 are leaves) where each node has zero or two children. Binn is enumerated
by the nth Catalan number (2n)!=((n+ 1)!n!).
A tree such that each node has zero, one or two children is called a 1-2 tree.
Prex and sux codings of a 1-2 tree (respectively, complete binary tree) t with n
edges by a Motzkin word [18] in Px; x fyg (respectively, parenthesis word in Px;x of
length n are dened as following:
prex(t)
=
8<
:
 if t has no children;
y prex(central subtree(t)) if t has one child;
x prex(left subtree(t)) x prex(right subtree(t)) if t has two children;
sux(t)
=
8<
:
 if t has no children;
sux(central subtree(t)) y if t has one child;
sux(left subtree(t)) x sux(right subtree(t)) x if t has two children:
Now we introduce all the restrictions on the set of stack words we consider.
Let A= f1; 2; 3g be the alphabet of words associated with two stacks.
Let Y =ff 2A: jfj1= jfj2= jfj3; jf0j1>jf0j2>jf0j3 for all f=f0f00g be the set
of stack words (the language of words encoding the movements of two stacks) which
is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of rectangular standard Young tableaux
of height 3. Thus, language Yn = ff 2 Y : jfj = 3ng is in bijection with the set of
rectangular standard Young tableaux of height 3 and length n
Fig. 2 shows several restrictions on the set of stack words Yn that we study. In
particular, the three conjectures of Gire [10] concerned the languages Cn; Bn and Hn.
In this gure, the label −22 (respectively −2Y2) of an arc indicates that the language
at the end of the arc is equal to the language at the beginning of the arc without any
factor 22 (respectively, 2g2 where g in Y ). Thus, we have
Cn = YnnfA22Ag;
Bn = YnnfA22A;A11A;A33Ag;
Hn = YnnfA2g2A where g in Yg;
Pn = YnnfA2g2A where g in Y;A11A;A33Ag;
C0n = YnnfA13Ag;
B0n = YnnfA13A;A32A;A21Ag;
H 0n = YnnfA1g03A where g0 in Yg;
P0n = YnnfA1g03A where g0 in Y;A32A;A21Ag;
Tn = YnnfA2g2A where g in Y;A1g03A where g0 in Yg:
The languages Cn, Bn, Hn and Pn (restrictions on stack rows without any factor 22)
on the left of Fig. 2 correspond to natural restrictions on 3  n rectangular standard
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Fig. 2. Restrictions on Yn.
Fig. 3. A nonseparable thin 1-2 tree which belongs to Thin4.
Young tableaux. For example, the words of the language Hn (which is the set of stack
words without any factor 2g2 where g in Y , that is to say the set of stack words satis-
fying ‘Towers of Hanoi’ condition) encodes nonseparable 3 n rectangular standard
Young tableaux. On the other hand, the languages C0n; B
0
n; H
0
n and P
0
n (restrictions on
stack rows without any factor 13) on the right of Fig. 2 correspond to restrictions on
a particular family of 1-2 trees we now dene.
Denition 1. A nonseparable thin 1-2 tree (see Fig. 3) is a 1-2 tree having as many
nodes with one child as nodes with two children, and such that there is no node with
one child whose subtree is a nonseparable thin 1-2 tree (that is to say if a subtree is
a nonseparable thin 1-2 tree then its root has a brother or does not have a father).
Let Thinn be the set of nonseparable thin 1-2 trees with 3n edges.
Property 1. The words of the language H 0n (the set of stack words without any factors
1g3 where g in Y ) are the prex codings in P2;3 f1g of the nonseparable thin 1-2
trees of Thinn.
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Fig. 4. A nonseparable cubic rooted planar map which belongs to NSC8.
Proof. In fact, we only have to prove that at each step of the depth-rst search of any
nonseparable thin 1-2 tree, the number of nodes with one child met is greater than or
equal to the number of nodes with two children met. Now assume the contrary. Thus,
the word f, which is the prex coding in P2;3 f1g of a nonseparable thin 1-2 tree,
has a right factor f0 in P1;2 f3g proceeded by a letter 1. If f0 does not belong to
Y then f0 has a left factor f00 in P2;3 f1g followed by a letter 3. If f00 does not
belong to Y then f00 has a right factor f000 in P1;2 f3g preceeded by a letter 1; so
we retrieve the rst step of the reasoning, considering f000 as f0. By induction, f has
either a factor f0 in Y which is preceeded by a letter 1, or a factor 1f0 which contains
a factor 1g3 where g in Y . Each case is inconsistent with the hypothesis.
Example 1. The word 121123233123 in H 04 encodes the nonseparable thin 1-2 tree in
Thin4 of Fig. 3.
We now consider the maps introduced and enumerated by Tutte [22].
Denition 2. A nonseparable cubic rooted planar map (see Fig. 4) is a planar map
which has no cut-vertices (the map remains connected if any vertex is cut ‘in half"),
where each vertex has degree three, and such that one edge is distinguished and ori-
ented.
Let NSC2n be the set of nonseparable cubic rooted planar maps with 2n vertices.
We obtain the following results.
Theorem 1. The stack words of the language Hn (the set of stack words without any
factor 2g2 where g in Y; that is to say satisfying the ‘Towers of Hanoi’ condition) en-
coding the nonseparable 3n rectangular standard Young tableaux are in one-to-one
correspondence with the stack words of the language H 0n (the set of stack words with-
out any factors 1g3 where g in Y ) encoding the nonseparable thin 1-2 trees with 3n
edges. Furthermore; they are in bijection with the nonseparable cubic rooted planar
maps with 2n vertices in NSC2n.
They are enumerated [22] by
jHnj= jH 0nj= jNSC2nj=
2n  (3n)!
(2n+ 1)!(n+ 1)!
:
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Moreover; the words f in Hn such that jfj11 = n1; jfj33 = n2; jfj13 = n3 are in
one-to-one correspondence with the words f0 in H 0n such that jf0j32 = n1;
jf0j21 = n2; jf0j22 = n3.
Conjecture 1. The stack words of the language Hn;m = ff 2 Hn: jfj11 + jfj33 = mg
encoding the nonseparable 3n rectangular standard Young tableaux having m consecu-
tive integers in the rst and third rows and the stack words of the language H 0n;m=ff0 2
H 0n: jf0j32 + jf0j21 =mg encoding the nonseparable thin 1-2 trees with 3n edges having
m nodes with two children and a left brother or with one child and a right brother are
enumerated by
jHn;mj= jH 0n;mj=

n−1
m
 2:(3n)!
(2n+ 1)!(n+ 1)!
:
Theorem 2. The stack words of the language Pn (the set of stack words without
any factor 2g2; 11; 33 where g in Y ) encoding the nonseparable 3  n rectangular
standard Young tableaux without two consecutive integers in the same row are in
one-to-one correspondence with the stack words of the language P0n (the set of stack
words without any factor 1g3; 32; 21 where g in Y ) encoding the nonseparable thin
1-2 trees with 3n edges and without any node with two children and a left brother
or with one child and a right brother; and are in bijection with nonseparable rooted
planar maps with n+ 1 edges in NSn+1.
They are enumerated [23] by
jPnj= jP0nj= jNSn+1j=
2:(3n)!
(2n+ 1)!(n+ 1)!
:
Proposition 1. The nonseparable 3 n rectangular standard Young tableaux without
two consecutive integers in the same row having v couples of consecutive integers;
respectively; in the third and rst row are in one-to-one correspondence with the
nonseparable thin 1-2 trees with 3n edges; without any node with two children and a
left brother or with one child and a right brother; and having v nodes with one child
and a left brother. Furthermore; they are in bijection with the nonseparable rooted
planar maps with n+ 1 edges and v+ 2 vertices.
They are enumerated [2] by
jfff2Pn: jfj31= vgj= jff0 2P0n: jf0j31= vgj= jf2NSn+1: has v+ 2 verticesgj
=
(2n− v− 1)!(n+ v)!
(2n− 2v− 1)!(n− v)!(2v+ 1)!(v+ 1)! :
Theorems 1 and 2 and Proposition 1 can be deduced from the correspondence pre-
sented in Section 4 and specialized in Section 4 (their proofs are given at the end of
the paper).
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Fig. 5. The correspondence between a stack word without any factor 22 and a stack word without any
factor 13.
3. Rectangular standard Young tableaux of height 3
Proposition 2. The stack words of the language Cn (the set of stack woods without
any factor 22) are in one-to-one correspondence with the stack words of the language
C0n (the set of stack words without any factor 13).
They are enumerated by
jCnj= jC0nj=

(2n)!
(n+ 1)!n!
2
:
Moreover; the words f in Cn such that jfj11 = n1; jfj33 = n2; jfj13 = n3 are in
one-to-one correspondence with the words f0 in C0n such that jf0j32 = n1; jf0j21 =
n2; jf0j22 = n3.
Fig. 5 is an example of this correspondence between Cn and C0n which successively
applies the bijections  [7],  [4], 
 and . Now we make precise these bijections
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which prove Proposition 2 (the proof is given at the end of this section, just before
corollaries).
Let Shue= f 2 Pa;a b;b: j0ja > j0ja for all = 0b00g be the language shuing
two languages of parenthesis words. Moreover, Shue2n = f 2 Shue : jj= 2ng.
Lemma 1 (Dulucq and Guibert [7]). There exists a bijection  between shues of
two parenthesis words and stack rows without any factor 22; which is given by the
morphism
 : Shue2n ! Cn
 7! f dened by
8>><
>>:
(a) = 1;
(b) = 21;
(a) = 23;
(b) = 3:
Lemma 2 (Cori et al. [4]). There exists a bijection  between shues of two paren-
thesis words; alternating Baxter permutations and couples of completely binary trees
having the same number of nodes.
 : Shue2n ! bS2n(25314; 41352) ! Binn  Binn
 7!  7! (t1; t2):
The rst bijection, denoted by 1, establishes a one-to-one correspondence between
a shue of two parenthesis words  in Shue2n and an alternating Baxter permutation
 in bS2n(25314; 41352). From the complete binary tree reduced to three nodes, that is
to say two free (nonlabeled) leaves and one internal node labeled 1, we successively
apply the operators corresponding to the letters 2; 3; : : : ; 2n of the word . These
operators act on an increasing complete binary tree (with some free leaves) in the
following way:
 operator a : label the rightmost free left leaf and add two edges to it,
 operator b : label the leftmost free right leaf and add two edges to it,
 operator b : label the rightmost free left leaf,
 operator a : label the leftmost free right leaf.
Finally, we obtain an increasing complete binary tree whose inx projection of its
labeling is the permutation  of bS2n(25314; 41352).
The second bijection, denoted by 2, consists of building, respectively, the increasing
and decreasing complete binary trees of the alternating Baxter permutation  and then
ignoring their labels.
Denition 3. Let 
 be the coding (which uses the prex and sux codings dened
at the beginning of Section 2) of couples of complete binary trees having the same
number of nodes dened by

 : Binn  Binn ! P2;3  P1;2
(t1; t2) 7! (suffix(t1); prex(t2)):
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Lemma 3. There exists a bijection  between stack rows without any factor 13 and
couples of completely binary trees having the same number of nodes; which is given
by the morphism
 : C0n ! P2;3  P1;2
f0 7! (a; b) dened by
8<
:
(1) = (j; 1);
(2) = (2; 2);
(3) = (3; j):
Proof.  is clearly a mapping from C0n to P2;3  P1;2 (encoding Binn  Binn).
Conversely, let (a; b) in P2;3P1;2 where jaj= jbj=2n. We write a=23k123k2 : : : 23kn
and b=1l121l22 : : : 1ln2. Thus, the word f0=1l123k11l223k2 : : : 1ln23kn belongs to C0n and
satises (f0) = (a; b).
Proof of Proposition 2. By applying successively the bijections ;; 
 and , we
establish a one-to-one correspondence between Cn and C0n. Moreover, the number of
factors 11; 12; 13; 21; 23; 31; 32; 33 of a stack word in Cn is equal to the number of
factors 32; 12; 22; 33; 23; 31; 11; 21 of the related stack word in C0n (the order of these
factors are obviously dierent in the two stack words). More precisely, the number
of factors 11; 33; 13 (respectively 32,21,22) of any stack word in Cn (respectively C0n)
determines exactly the number of all its factors of length two.
Corollary 1.
jff 2 Cn : jfj12 = i; jfj23 = jg= jff0 2 C0n : jf0j12 = i; jf0j23 = jgj
=
1
n2

n
i

n
i − 1

n
j

n
j − 1

:
Proof. This result is deduced from Proposition 2 and from statistics on completely
binary trees with n internal nodes and k right (or left) leaves given by the Narayana
number (1=n)
( n
k
 n
k−1

[16,19]. In fact, the couple of completely binary trees (t1; t2)
in BinnBinn, in bijection with f by  and  and in bijection with f0 by 
 and ,
is such that t1 has j right leaves and t2 has i left leaves.
Corollary 2. jBnj= jB0nj=
Pn−1
m=0

n+1
m



n+1
m+1



n+1
m+2
.
n+1
1



n+1
2

:
Proof. This result is deduced from Theorem 2 of Dulucq and Guibert [7] and from
Proposition 2.
Corollary 3. jff 2 Bn : jfj13 = mgj = jff0 2 B0n : jf0j22 = mg =

n+1
m



n+1
m+1


n+1
m+2
.
n+1
1



n+1
2

:
Proof. This result is deduced from Corollary 3 of Dulucq and Guibert [7] and from
Proposition 2.
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We recall that formula given in this Corollary 3 enumerates Baxter permutations in
Sn(25314; 41352) having m rises [3,8,17,24].
4. Nonseparable rectangular standard Young tableaux of height 3
First of all, we dene a particular class of couples of completely binary trees that
is to say pairs of trees with some restrictions.
Let Dn = f(t1; t2): t1; t2 2 Binn and r(t1) \ l(t2) 6= ;g be the set of separable
complete binary trees (see Fig. 6) where
r is the set of couples of integers (i; j) such that i + 1 and j + 1 are the index in
inx order of an internal node x and a leaf y, respectively, which belong to the left
and right branch, respectively, of the same right internal node z of t1,
l is the set of couples of integers (i; j) such that i and j are the index in inx
order of a leaf x0 and an internal node y0, respectively, which belong to the left and
right branch, respectively, of the same left internal node z0 of t2.
Thus, two separable complete binary trees (t1; t2) have two chopped subtrees (one
main branch is broken) where nodes have the same (with a dierence of one) index
in inx order. More precisely, the subtree of t1 (respectively t2) is broken on its left
(respectively right) and its root is incident with a right (respectively left) edge.
Fig. 7 exemplies separable complete binary trees (t1; t2) in D10. Indeed, the inter-
section of the sets r(t1) = f(7; 8); (3; 12); (5; 12); (9; 12); (11; 12); (17; 18); (15; 20);
(19; 20)g and l(t2) = f(1; 2); (5; 6); (5; 8); (5; 12); (5; 14); (9; 10); (17; 18)g is equal to
f(5; 12); (17; 18)g.
Lemma 4. The bijections ;;
 and  establish a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween stack words of the language Hn (the set of stack words without any factor
2g2 where g in Y; that is to say satisfying the ‘Towers of Hanoi’ condition); words
of the language f 2 Shue2n: a 62 Shue for all  = 0bx00 where x = a or
x = bg (the language of nonseparable shues of two parenthesis words); permuta-
tions in bS2n(2413; 41352) (the set of alternating nonseperable permutations); couples
of completely binary trees in BinnBinnnDn (the set of nonseparable complete binary
trees) and stack words of the language H 0n (the set of stack words without any factors
1g3 where g in Y encoding nonseparable thin 1-2 trees).
Proof. This result can be obtained (detailed proofs can be found in [13, Section 7:3:1
pp. 126{131]) by characterizing the restriction of Hn relatively to Cn onto the corre-
spondence between the languages Cn and C0n which successively applies the bijections
;;
 and .
Fig. 5 is an example of this result because the stack word 123121123233 in C4 also
belongs to H4.
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Fig. 6. Separable complete binary trees: (i; j) 2 r(t1) \ l(t2).
Fig. 7. Separable complete binary trees.
Fig. 8. Bijection  between a nonseparable thin 1-2 tree and a nonseparable cubic rooted planar map.
In particular, the completely binary trees (t1; t2) in Bin4  Bin4 do not belong to
D4 because the intersection of the sets r(t1) = f(3; 6); (5; 6)g and l(t2) = f(3; 4)g is
empty.
Note that Example 1 links examples given by Figs. 3 and 5, and so exemplies the
correspondence between Hn, H 0n and Thinn.
Lemma 5. There exists a bijection  (see Fig. 8) between nonseparable thin 1-2 trees
with 3n edges in Thinn and nonseparable cubic rooted planar maps with 2n vertices
in NSC2n.
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The mapping  and its converse are dened in the following way.
 Given a nonseparable thin 1-2 tree,  consists of extending to the right each
edge ending in a leaf, from the last (rightmost) edge to the rst (leftmost) one,
and joining it to the subsequent nonsaturated node (the root or a node with one
child, that is to say a vertex of degree less than three in the corresponding map),
reached by a depth-rst search. The root vertex of the nonseparable cublic rooted
planar map so obtained is the old root of the 1-2 tree.
 Given the spanning tree of a nonseparable cublic rooted planar map obtained by
starting a depth-rst search from the root vertex going through the root edge, with
the edges incident to a vertex ordered cyclical by counter-clockwise orientation,
the converse mapping −1 consists of adding to it a leaf for each edge of the
map which does not belong to the spanning tree and which is met for the rst
time during the depth-rst search.
Proof. Clearly, the mapping  is well dened. Indeed, the extending operation of the
leaves is correct because the nonseparable thin 1-2 trees have as many nodes with one
child as nodes with two children at each step of the depth-rst search (see the proof
of Property 1); thus, the map so obtained is planar and cubic. Moreover, the map is
nonseparable because there does not exist a node without brother (excepted the root)
whose subtree is a nonseparable thin 1-2 tree.
The mapping −1 is also well dened and is clearly (by construction) the converse
mapping of .
Proof of Theorem 1. This result can be deduced from Proposition 2 and from the
correspondence which successively applies the bijections ;;
; ; prefix() and 
between words in Hn (encoding the nonseparable 3  n rectangular standard Young
tableaux) and planar maps in NSC2n.
Figs. 5 and 8 show the correspondence between nonseparable rectangular standard
Young tableaux of height 3 and nonseparable cubic rooted planar maps.
Proof of Theorem 2 and Proposition 1. The bijections  and 1 establish a one-to-one
correspondence between stack words in Pn with v factors 31 and nonseparable permu-
tations in Sn(2413; 41352) with v descents. Moreover, Dulucq et al. [6] established a
bijection between these permutations and nonseparable rooted planar maps with n+ 1
edges and v+ 2 vertices. Then, the results can be deduced from formulas which enu-
merate these maps according to their number of edges given by Tutte [23] and their
number of edges and vertices given by Brown and Tutte [2].
Proposition 3. The stack words of the language Tn (the set of stack words without
any factor 2g2; 1g3 where g in Y ) are in one-to-one correspondence (see Fig. 9)
with complete ternary trees with n internal nodes.
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Fig. 9. The coding of a complete ternary tree with ve internal nodes by a stack word in T5.
They are enumerated [14] by
jTnj= (3n)!(2n+ 1)!n! :
Proof. This bijection is obtained by the following coding of a complete ternary tree t.
tern(t) =

1 tern(left subtree(t)) 2 tern(central subtree(t)) 3 tern(right subtree(t))
if t is, respectively, a leaf or an internal node.
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